QMOBILE FOR WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

The solution that will reduce time, reduce bureaucracy processes, increase the efficiency of your team and monetize your business.

Qmobile what is?

Qmobile is the mobile warehouse management solution developed by Arquiconsult, designed to support in a simplified way the main processes of the warehouse operation.

About the Solution

With Qmobile your employees will become more efficient, making fewer mistakes, since the mobile warehouse management solution provides the means and information needed to streamline operations.

It has an interface, whose graphic simplicity, allows easy use and configuration, to adapt to the needs of each individual user.

Information can be consulted in real time, which facilitates decision making and more immediate action, making it easier to record the direct movements of a product from one physical location to another.

The installation and support of the solution is integrated directly into the standard features of Microsoft Dynamics 365.

Small configurations, such as modifying the information display or the available features per user, are operations performed directly in Microsoft Dynamics 365 without the need to technical development.

Benefits

- **Reduction of errors and suppression of paper registration**
  All records associated with product movement are validated through an embedded barcode reading, thus avoiding user errors.

- **Simplicity of use**
  A set of several easy-to-use applications, focusing on minimizing clicks and providing to the user only relevant information for the process.

- **Customer service improvement**
  Ability to ship orders on time and with less risk of error. Ensure perfect delivery capability with "zero error tolerance".

- **Configurable and fully adaptable**
  Standard features cover the needs of most businesses, but sometimes a specific business process calls for a specific solution. QMobile can easily be extended with customized features adapted to your business.
About Arquiconsult

Arquiconsult is an information systems consulting company based on Microsoft Dynamics technologies, formed by a consultants team with great experience in such projects operating in Lisbon, Oporto, Barcelona and Luanda.

Arquiconsult has the best and most certified team working on Microsoft Dynamics in Portugal, having already implemented some of the most complex Microsoft Dynamics Business Solutions and being often referred to international clients for their implementations in our country.

Currently we have customers in the most diverse sectors:

- A Loja do Gato Preto
- Casa da Música
- Go Natural
- Renascimento
- Veolia
- Cork Supply
- Essencis
- Sisav
- Maltha
- Grupo Salmeron
- Fox Reciclagem
- EGE
- TRIU

Features

Qmobile allows you to streamline several tasks, such as:

- **Articles input record**
  Simple articles input log in your warehouse to the physical location where they are stored;

- **Articles output record**
  Collection (“picking”) of articles from their physical locations and preparation for shipment, registration of shipments or sales orders;

- **Internal movements record**
  Recording of the physical movement of articles at the time they occur, from collection to internal movement between physical locations, for example, during a reprovisioning of positions, or simple adjustments and transfers between locations;

- **Physical Inventory record**
  Record of planned physical inventory counts. Allows you to make corrections whenever an error is detected, as well as advanced physical inventory management, by automatically creating count teams and reconciling physical counts;

- **Serial numbers and lots record**
  Identification of articles with serial or lot number control by reading the serial number. In case of reading serial number product, you only need to read the number without having to indicate the quantity;

- **Intelligent Document Selection**
  Allows the reading of the articles to receive and the automatic identification of the correct order;

- **Production records**
  Confirmation of consumptions and productions, using current production orders in the system;

- **Smart Inventory Query**
  Query of the various inventory states, by item, content position or lot / serial number. If these product traces are unique then the system can recognize these codes instead of the product code;

- **Securely stored records**
  The record made on the mobile device is stored in a local database, to ensure that it is not lost, even when the mobile device runs out of battery power.

Customers who already have the Qmobile solution

- Aquinos
- Optima Logistics
- NIMCO
- Gruhier
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